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O f f i c i a l  N e w s l e t t e r  o f  t h e  C h e s h i r e  L a n d  R o v e r  C l u b .

CHESHIRE

AXLE TWISTERS

July 2015

In this edition:

Editors Thoughts

In advance I would like to thank Noel for his write-ups on the Green Lane trips, which many of you
will have heard read out in the pub meets, and from the reaction were as well received as they are

written!

I would also like to thank John Halstead for the opening chapter of “Larry the Landy”. A series
which I hope will be of interest to us all as John gets to grips with his “latest acquisition”!

We would love to get more input and stories of the things you get up to, from outings to workshops,
from adventures to upgrades. They are ALL interesting!

Stay safe and stay muddy!

Steve Jervis

info@cheshirelandroverclub.org
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Just for Fun

So, its been a while. I apologise for that! Like all
people sometimes life just gets in the way and we

have to try to make time for the fun things in life!

The last edition was March. Seems like a lifetime
ago, and we have done a huge amount since then as

a club! I hope to capture the essence of these
events and outings without causing you to fall
asleep!!!
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Larry the Landy
CLRC Club Member John Halstead

OBJ had a Perkins engine installed at some time, it was a difficult starter on cold mornings but
once running it could “pull a house down”. I used to hang my walking stick on the door mirror and

it swung out when taking left turns – quite funny really. When I recovered I sold dear old Oh Be
Joyful.

We lived in Devon at the top of a hill for many years, one winter we got really snowed up and we

had to leave the car at the bottom and walk up about half a mile, we’d just got our first son and
pushing a pram up and down the hill in snow was no fun at all, so I bought a series 2A.

After a set of new tyres were fitted it got up and down the hill brilliantly even after fresh snow. We
had it for quite a few years and brought it with us when the job brought me back up to Cheshire,

but it needed quite a bit of work and I was often away, so I didn’t have time to fix things and it
was sold.

Now I’ve retired I was looking for another project and I came across the latest acquisition, a
Defender 200 Tdi that the previous owner of 7 years or so was keeping in a mate’s garage, but

making little progress with the restoration. I think his mate wanted it out of the way so it was for
sale and after some haggling I bought it, hired a trailer and went to collect it.

It’s now home here awaiting some decent weather, I can’t take the body off yet, it’s outside at the

moment because, although I have a two bay garage, it’s full of my old Triumph car that we’ve
owned since 1968 and two ride on mowers that will eventually be housed in an garage
extension. The chassis as pretty well shot so I’ll probably rebuild it on a new galvanised chassis.

I’ve been taking sub-assemblies off and reconditioning them in the garage over the winter ready
to re-fit later.

My long suffering wife and I have just joined
CLRC, we’re Land Rover enthusiasts but have

not owned one for 20 years or so since our
last one was sold. We’ve now bought another

one that’s an abandoned project I got for a
song.

We started off with a series one that I had to
buy because, after an accident at work in

1970, a Land Rover was the only car that I
could get into; its registration number was OBJ

something or other and it was affectionally
known as Oh Be Joyful.

When the work starts in earnest I’ll send you some
progress reports. I’m not sure when it will take to the

road again, but I hope to bring it along for some fun in
the mud sometime next winter.
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The Sunday morning was bright and clear
with a touch of frost and a light northerly

wind that kept the temperatures in single
figures all day. Six trucks, 4 Defenders

plus 2 Discoveries, assembled at Lynn’s
Raven Café, Prees for our April green

lane trip.

The Disco crews collected breakfasts

before we departed south on the A49 to
our start taking a wide detour around the

lanes south of Shrewsbury in order to
avoid the 3000 bikers expected to be

taking part in the Ride4Life run down to
Cosford.

Phil, having spent the Saturday doing an
oil change on his Disco had overlooked

the requirement for fuel, so he continued
to Church Stretton whilst we had a tea-

break at Lebotswood and discussed the
route.

Heading west off the A49 we tackled 5
lanes to the north of Long Mynd before

dropping down to Bridges and then up to
the car park at Shooting Box for our lunch

stop.

Andy J’s Disco had lost the ability to
select anything other than ‘drive’ on the
auto box, which hampered him somewhat

as we had to rearrange the carpark to

April Green Lane - Shrophsire
CLRC Member and Event Leader – Noel Watson

extract him without the use of reverse. It
also meant that he was lacking the benefit

of low box and daren’t kill the engine as it
wouldn’t be able to re-start in drive.

Meanwhile Phil was grappling with a

power/solenoid issue on his Disco,
resolved by Andy B and a tow rope to
restart; just as well Phil’s box is a manual.

Once we were all mobile again, we took in

another 5 lanes to the south along the
Mynd, with stunning views all around

under a clear blue sky, before dropping
down into Church Stretton, where both
Discos decided to head home for

afternoon tea whilst the remaining
Defenders moved east and completed

another 4 lanes before calling it a day.

Thanks to Mark Birkitt for an interesting,
compact and challenging route, Brian as
lead navigator (using proper OS maps

and a pencil without electronic aids!) and
all the crews who turned out.
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May Green Lane - Derbyshire
CLRC Member and Tail ender/ reporter – Noel Watson

Saturday morning, bright and fairly early saw 3 Defenders plus Nick’s Lightweight exit the Red
Lion car park on the dot of 0830 heading for Buxton via the scenic route, avoiding the M6 and

adding a couple of laps of Macclesfield for variety due to leader Mark following his sat nav
instead of his nose! Despite the electronic aids we all arrived at the Cat and Fiddle on schedule

to add Baz and Chris’s 2 Defender 110s to the party.

The weather was holding well, sunshine with some cloud and a light wind; something of a
contrast to our previous visit in February en route to Worksop when it was snowing with high
winds and double digit minus temperatures with the wind chill.

Off down the Old Coach Road into Buxton, at least this time we could actually distinguish the

track from the surrounding moorland. Picking up the A6 we headed east and tackled the second
lane near Millers Dale and then straight into the third lane through to Monsal Head. Thankfully

there was little traffic about despite it being the end of half term week. We pressed on through
Little and Great Longstone to lane 4, but with a closure notice in place for High Rake, made a
detour through Calver and Froggatt heading north, crossing the Yorkshire border to pick up lane

6 across Houndkirk Moor.

Hunger pangs overcame all the crews at this point and we decided to ‘hove to’ at the panoramic
picnic spot which presented itself at just that moment.
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May Green Lane - Derbyshire
CLRC Member and Tail ender/ reporter – Noel Watson

A wonderful view meant that we were able to admire all 7 of the hills upon which the City of Sheffield is
claimed to be built. The similarity with the 7 hills of Rome becomes slightly blurred as Sheffield can

actually lay claim to 7 rivers and 8 hills; how’s that for Yorkshire oneupmanship! Any way up it was a
great lunch stop. Colin’s attempts to record everyone’s butty box selection from his quad prop drone

were thwarted by the gusty wind – probably just as well!

Refreshed we looped south and headed back towards the Peak District and followed the River Derwent
through the Hope Valley. Hathersage was notable for the rush hour traffic that appeared causing a major
rift in the team arrangements at a junction when Colin and Noel’s Defenders acting as sweepers/tail end

charlies, became separated from the main ‘peleton’ and discovered that not only is this area a black
spot for CB radios but that mobile phone reception varies between zero and zippo! Despite Ray

standing guard at the intended turn-off from the B road to direct the stragglers, they ‘flashed past’. Apart
from the obvious difficulty in flashing anywhere in a Defender, rumour has it that both Ray and his 110

were cunningly hidden in the bushes.

Whilst the peleton took a tea break, the 2 Defenders toured the surrounding countryside accompanied

by CB appeals for ‘anyone receiving – anyone receiving?’ Eventually a broken communication
established that a couple of miles and a few hills separated the team and thanks to having a proper OS

map on board, everyone was soon reunited. Lane 7 took us towards Great Hucklow followed by 4
further mainly narrow lanes between high walls, twisting between the fields, no doubt following ancient

boundaries, leading back to Millers Dale, Buxton and onwards to home – using known direct routes!

A great day out in attractive countryside with the sun shining on us. Thanks to Mark and Fiona (+kids

and dogs) for leading and providing an interesting route.
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June Green Lane - Wales
CLRC Marketing and Press Officer, and non-attendee 

-Steve Jervis

Highlighting the need to get a volunteer to provide a write up…and why I have really
appreciated the work Noel has put in on the other ones I am writing this one somewhat from

memory of a different trip, but mostly from imagination.

We set off from the Buffallo Grill near Corwen and headed into Bala. From there is anyone's
guess, but the groups drove around Wales for a bit in different directions, the views were great,

the lanes are fab as always and I am pretty sure they drank some coffee, and probably had to
fix at least one truck in some minor way. Oh, and they will have had some coffee.

Somewhere during the day we came near to Cader Idris, which for those who don’t know is
named after the fabled giant Idris, and the mountain was said to be his chair. Cader is chair in

Welsh. Also for those who don’t know I spent my childhood in these mountains as my grand
parents lived 5 miles from the foot of Cader. Not that anyone is really interested but it is filling in

space.
Steve. (who wasn’t even there!)
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July Green Lane - Warwickshire
CLRC Member and Blue Leader– Noel Watson

The forecast was dry with sunny intervals for Warwicksire on the Saturday. The reality was
cloudywith occasional light showers and fairly humid. Whatever the weather it’s always good to

go laning.

This was one of our ‘long haul’ destinations; the main group set off from the Red Lion at 0800,
minus Steve Jones who had experienced a last minute cam cover gasket failure which became

terminal in the process of trying to fix it! A pick up point at Stafford Services swelled the numbers
who then enjoyed rather too much M6 scenery and the joys of the Birmingham area rat runs
following a motorway closure.

Meanwhile I had travelled separately, preferring to be sympathetic to my 200Tdi by avoiding the

motorways and taking the scenic route A442 Telford /Bridgenorth / Kidderminster before getting
lost in the Redditch maze, resulting in a slightly late arrival at Lane 1 where Eddie and Tracy were

exercising their dogs whilst waiting.

An hour later White Leader hove into view, leading the remaining trucks - making a grand total of

10.

A quick briefing and cuppa later, we split into 2 groups and set off in different directions to try and
make up lost time. Mark had the route on his laptop, I had a hard copy on my trusty OS maps,

but no navigator. Fortunately, new member Peter had hitched a lift with Fraser and volunteered to
handle the maps and bravely jumped into the hot seat.

Lane 1 was easy and gave us the bonus of a shallow ford but the following lane had been turned
into a cycleway which was confirmed by the large lumps of concrete blocking our way. So it was

about turn and off to Lanes 2,3,4 + 5 in quick succession.
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July Green Lane - Warwickshire
CLRC Member and Blue Leader– Noel Watson

Lane 4 had a longish ford with an undulating pebble bed – genuine rock and roll, masquerading
as the River Alne. It started with a fairly steep approach, then it disappeared around an island,

getting beyond hub depth and then deeper again, cue snorkel, before we arrived at a river cross
roads where the main river flowed through, the problem being that the exit route wasn’t obvious,

but with some encouragement from Peter to carry on we headed for the least overgrown section
of bank and hauled ourselves onto dry land, as luck would have it, coinciding with the

continuation of the lane.

I think it fair to say that no one had been tending the hedges, thickets and fallen trees bordering

all the lanes and it was quite challenging in places just to make progress even with frequent use
of the bowsaw. Mike had chosen this trip to christen his D3 following 6 months of fixing most

known and some unknown ailments of early D3s. By the end of the day it was obvious that
despite all their advanced electronics and trick suspension, D3s are slightly wider than D2s and

Defenders!

The weather improved as the day progressed with some reluctant sunshine and enough warmth

to risk opening the Defender’s air conditioning (bulkhead vents). The scenery, though much flatter
than our favourite haunts of North Wales, Shropshire and Derbyshire was surprisingly attractive

where the undergrowth allowed us to see it.

The last lane of the day was a good length, through woods (bowsaw at the ready again) and
across several field tracks ending in – a farmyard!! Well it looked right as we knew we needed to
head in this direction, but wrong. Time to ask for directions from farmer Giles, that is once his dog

would let me out of the vehicle. There followed a rather tentative discussion as to where we
should be going; seems he had suffered a number of thefts recently as was very wary of

strangers, but then seemed to take a liking to us and insisted on photographing all the truck
number plates – just for the record!! We parted amiably (I think) with directions across 2 fields and

turn left.

A strange end to an interesting if long day, with everyone heading back north by various routes,
Discos on the motorway and Defenders taking the scenic route home.
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Shows and Stuff
CLRC Marketing and Press Officer -Steve Jervis

April

Muddy Good Weekend

For those who missed it, Muddy Good Weekend is the inter – club weekend held at Ripley
Castle. This year we went as always in the same fashion….GO BIG OR GO HOME!

The weekend was filled with fun and frolics as every
CLRC weekend, but added to this was the fun of

competing against the other clubs.Tug-of-war, Best
Show Stand, Obstacle Course (or gateway to hell as I

like to call it), Kids Obstacle Course, Winch Pull Off,
Axle Twister and more.

We of course entered into the spirit of things. In true
CLRC fashion and we won or came second in several

of the events.

The highlights of the show were of course winning
best stand, and the Tug-of-War. This led us with

other victories/second places to be the Club
Challenge Winners!

The TOW was a wipe out. No-one could come near
us, to the point where several clubs joined forces and

STILL failed to beat us. Of course on seeing the
clubs ganging up on us the organisers jumped to our

side of the rope, meaning 15 CLRC side vs 25 or so
of “The Rest”. We had experience and weight on our
side, not least from one of the organisers called Tiny.

As far from the truth as possible.
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Shows and Stuff
CLRC Marketing and Press Officer -Steve Jervis

April

Sandbach Transport Festival

A small local show, all centred around the love of all things vehicular. We had a great turnout,
and a lot of interest, although being on a car-park was a bit of a dampner!

April

Convoy for Heroes

Raising money for Help the Heroes, driving Land Rovers in a record attempt and a weekend
camping? Oh, go on then!

The record wasn’t reached but we had a great time, with many flags on many things, and a real

laugh had by all.
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Shows and Stuff
CLRC Marketing and Press Officer -Steve Jervis

May

Spring Adventure Weekend

An interesting show, with many purchases to be had…lost children creating excitement (all found
and OK by the way), large dogs stealing chairs, and gifts of number plates handed to birthday

boys.
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Shows and Stuff
CLRC Marketing and Press Officer -Steve Jervis

June

Malvern 4x4 Spares Weekend

This is a weekend for the enthusiast. And the amateur mechanic. So all Land Rover owners
then!

As always Mark Woodward put on a great show, with a wide range of sellers and clubs, and many

a deal was to be had.

Apart from me. I broke my exhaust on the way down, but could I find one? No. This led to
buying many parts to try and fabricate a way to get the fumes out of the vehicle base. Fail.
Headaches on the way home anyone???
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Shows and Stuff
CLRC Marketing and Press Officer -Steve Jervis

July

Betley Gun & Game fair

Another local show, and a great weekend it was. Several new members, and a few potential new
members, plus a lot of fun and money raised for Macmillans.
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News

2016 Mac Challenge 

Team 11:  Mark Birkitt & Steve Jervis

Team 13: Roger Charlesworth & Ray Yeulet

We are doing it again!!!

We have just giving pages set up for each team, give us a 

shout and we will send you the link!  

Support us and support the club while we get out and support 

Macmillan Cancer Support!
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Club Offers and Classifieds

Club Offers

All offers for club 
members require 

current membership 

and production of a 

valid membership card 

to the company in 

question.

www.andyboylephotography.co.uk

For all members
On production of a valid membership card

20% off on all family and children  portraits  

10% off weddings

andyboylephotography

Phone 01270629931 Mobile 07761951276
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What’s on Next Month?

August
11th Pub Meet

8pm Red Lion, Barony Road, Nantwich
28th – 31st Sailsbury Plain Camping Weekend

Get In Touch

Email: info@cheshirelandroverclub.org

Club Chairman Ray Yeulet
Vice Chairman Mark Birkitt

Secretary Steve Jervis
Press & Marketing Steve Jervis

Events Mark Birkitt
Rights of Way Roger Charlesworth
Membership Russell Curtis-Shaw

Treasurer Hillary Williams
Merchandise Steve Jervis

Charity Coordinator Enrique James Vega-Lozano

September
8th Pub Meet

8pm Red Lion, Barony Road, Nantwich
18th – 20th LRO Peterborough
26th – 27th Adventure Overland

26th Green Lane Outing

Got something to say?

Like to see something as a regular feature?
Want to see more detail on items we feature or

have something you would like to get into the
Cheshire Axle Twisters? Done some mods you

are proud of?

If so then please send it through to Steve Jervis

with any written copy and images. Lets get your
news out there!

Events, charity work, outings…try and keep it

Land Rover related but anything is considered!

steve.jervis@gmail.com

07765 881 956

Just for fun…

Contacts


